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Trialing alternative listening assessment tasks: interactions
between text authenticity, item focus and item presentation
condition
Stefan O’Grady

International Education Institute, The University of St Andrews, St Andrews, UK

ABSTRACT
Purpose: The current study applies an innovative approach to the
assessment of second language listening comprehension skills. This is
an important focus in need of innovation because scores generated
through language assessment tasks should reflect variation in the target
skill and the literature broadly suggests that conventional methods of
assessing listening may fall short of achieving this principle (Field
[2019]. Rethinking the Second Language Listening Test from Theory to
Practice. Equinox).
Design: The study investigated interactions between different methods of
presenting listening comprehension questions, the focus of the
comprehension questions and the relative authenticity of the sound file
in an English-medium university entrance listening test. In a balanced
design, 61 participants completed a listening test featuring both
scripted and unscripted sound files by answering explicit and implicit
information comprehension questions under five counterbalanced
question preview and presentation conditions. Test scores were
analysed using ANOVA and examined for interactions.
Findings: The results revealed interesting relationships between text
authenticity and item focus whereby item responses were most
frequently correct overall on the explicit items on scripted tasks.
However, the reverse was observed on the implicit items, which were
more frequently correct on the unscripted tasks.
Value: The research findings have important implications for construct
definition and highlight possible directions for the development of
pedagogical listening tasks and assessments for English-medium
academic study.
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Introduction

This study investigates listening assessment task characteristics to inform the development of an
English-medium university entrance test in Turkey. English-medium instruction (EMI) is widespread
in Turkish higher education and a prerequisite for admissions acceptance to EMI courses of study is
for prospective students to demonstrate sufficient levels of English ability by meeting the minimum
score requirements on an internally produced language test. An important stage of assessment
development is to establish the extent to which the test method efficiently measures the intended
underlying test construct (O’Sullivan 2016; O’Sullivan and Weir 2011; Weir 2005). Investigating this
requires test developers to trial various test methods to identify sources of construct irrelevant
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variance and construct underrepresentation and to resolve issues relating to applicability and prac-
ticality (Field 2019; Taylor and Geranpayeh 2011). The literature broadly indicates that important
decisions in listening test development are (a) the focus of comprehension questions (b) the avail-
ability of question preview (c) the decision to present comprehension questions in writing or as part
of the sound file and (d) whether to use scripted listening material (Chang and Read 2013; Field 2013;
Green 2017; O’Grady 2021; Yanagawa and Green 2008; Wagner, Liao, and Wagner 2020). Research
into the interaction between these test methods in listening assessments is sparse and findings lack
consensus. As a result, the empirical backing test developers crucially require for important decisions
involving these aspects of listening task design is not currently available and this effectively jeopar-
dizes claims about the validity of decisions based on the results of their tests (Knoch and Chapelle
2018). To address this limitation and to identify potential directions for the development of univer-
sity entrance listening tests, the current study examines interactions between these test methods.
The research was conducted in a Turkish EMI educational context; however, the findings are likely
to be relevant to other standardized examinations that assess listening comprehension.

Literature review

The following section reviews the literature relating to four principal features of listening test design.
The first is the focus of test items and the importance of assessing test taker understanding of both
explicit information and implicit features of the source text. The subsequent discussion concentrates
on variation in the presentation and preview of item contents and the hypothesized effect on the
listening processes test takers engage. Finally, the section reviews the concept of authenticity in lis-
tening assessment and the use of scripted and unscripted texts.

Item focus

The university entrance test needs to generate reliable information about large numbers of test
takers’ listening proficiency within a limited time frame to identify suitably able candidates to sit
later, more challenging stages of the test involving rater-mediated assessment of integrated skills.
For this reason, the listening section uses multiple-choice questions (MCQs) that can be scored by
machine. MCQs may be characterized as targeting comprehension of (a) specific information that
is explicitly stated in the text (e.g. locations, times and dates), or (b) information that is implicit
(e.g. main ideas, speaker attitude and purposes) but also clearly retrievable from the text (Becker
2016; Buck 2001; Kang et al. 2019; Koyama, Sun, and Ockey 2016). This is a useful distinction for
English language proficiency tests. Owing to limitations in language knowledge, the information
that listeners at lower levels of second language ability extract from the contents of a spoken
message without having to disproportionately rely on paralinguistic cues may often largely be
restricted to short and familiar phrases (Field 2013; Shohamy and Inbar 1991; Wang and Treffers-
Daller 2017). During the early stages of second language acquisition, efforts to match connected
speech (often bearing little resemblance to citation forms taught in language classrooms) to
forms stored in the emerging lexicon consumes substantial amounts of limited attentional resources
(Field 2019; Levelt 1989). As listeners gain experience, lexical search becomes increasingly procedur-
alized and attentional resources become available for parsing of longer stretches of speech and the
deeper, meaning-based processing that facilitates comprehension of implicit information (Arya-
doust, Goh, and Kim 2012). This involves interpretation of pragmatic cues in the discourse such as
politeness, formality and register and draws upon knowledge of the ways in which forms of
address vary according to the speaker’s perceived level of intimacy with their interlocutor or audi-
ence, power differentials in the social situation, and illocutionary intent (Bardovi-Harlig 2013;
Becker 2016; Chikalanga 1992; Rost 2011).

Findings in the research literature indicate that comprehension of implicit information is indica-
tive of developed second language proficiency. Taguchi (2008) found large, statistically significant
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correlations between scores on questions requiring comprehension of implicit information in a lis-
tening test and scores on the TOEFL. Becker (2016) investigated different levels of comprehension
in a listening test of English for Academic Purposes by comparing responses to questions assessing
comprehension of explicitly stated information, and questions requiring comprehension of implicit
information provided by four groups of test takers with different levels of language proficiency. The
results showed that the implicit information comprehension questions discriminated more success-
fully between the four groups than those requiring comprehension of explicit information.

Item presentation

Listening tests commonly feature a period of time in which test takers are able to preview written
comprehension questions before hearing the sound files. This permits test takers to engage meta-
cognitive strategies such as goal setting, provides a purpose for listening, and replicates the
target context of undergraduate study where students listen for a reason and may be more attentive
to information in the speech that they find relevant (Buck 2001; Wagner 2013; Yanagawa and Green
2008). However, preview of response options in MCQs may have an additional effect of encouraging
construct irrelevant, ‘test-wise strategies’ involving lexical matching from the options to the spoken
text (Field 2019, 74). This poses a problem for assessment developers because scores on such tasks
may represent basic recognition skills rather than genuine listening comprehension.

Empirical accounts of the impact of preview on listening test scores are conflicting. In an early
paper that investigated issues surrounding MCQ preview, Sherman (1997) found that higher
scores were associated with question preview in her study. Li et al. (2017) investigated three mul-
tiple-choice preview conditions involving preview of stem and options, stem only and options
only in a second language English listening test in a secondary school in Taiwan. The researchers
reported no statistically significant difference between the three preview conditions. Similarly, in a
test of listening featuring both audio-visual and visual only texts, Wagner (2013) found no difference
between scores on MCQs under preview and non-preview conditions. Koyama, Sun, and Ockey
(2016) compared scores under no preview, question stem only, and stem and option preview con-
ditions on a video comprehension test and found that higher test scores were associated with the
two preview conditions. The researchers’ analysis of the test questions indicated that the higher
scores may have been attributable to lexical matching strategies facilitated by frequent mentions
of keywords and phrases in the sound file. Yanagawa and Green (2008) reported higher scores
under preview of stem and options, and stem only conditions in relation to a preview of options
only condition. The researchers conclude that whereas the availability of stem preview provided
test takers with a contextualizing focus, preview of options only may have encouraged test takers
to engage lexical matching strategies that were detrimental in cases where lexical overlap occurred
between the sound file and the contents of a distracter rather than the key. Overall, the research
findings indicate that previewing question stems may support textual comprehension by guiding
and focusing attention whereas (potentially detrimental) lexical matching strategies may be associ-
ated with option preview.

In a study involving test takers’ immediate retrospection on their listening performance, Yi’an
(1998) described the focusing effect of question preview but also raised the concern that listening
tests featuring a great deal of reading may to some extent confound listening ability with reading
ability. To respond to MCQs in a listening test, test takers read question stems and options and
listen for answers in a way that the textual processing involved in the test simultaneously requires
both reading and listening. There are two clear effects on the test taker of this method. Firstly, the
test takers’ scores are inevitably affected in some way by their reading ability with the consequence
that test scores reflect more than the listening construct. Secondly, concurrently dividing attention
between reading and listening in the way that MCQs encourage for sustained periods is uncommon
in most academic settings (an obvious exception is lectures involving text that is projected on to a
screen) and may lead to a form of cognitive overload whereby the test takers cannot focus on the
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sound file (Field 2019; Green 2014). At the very least, under these constraints, the test is unlikely to
elicit the best possible performance from the test takers (Swain 1985).

Chang and Read (2013, 575) argued that MCQ tasks would constitute a ‘pure’ form of listening
assessment (i.e. results would not be contaminated by reading proficiency) if test takers processed
comprehension questions aurally. The researchers conducted a study in which sound recordings
were made of test comprehension questions and were embedded into the relevant points of the
sound file. One group of test takers completed the listening test by answering multiple-choice ques-
tions in the conventional, written mode and a second group in an experimental, spoken mode. The
results showed no significant difference between the groups’ scores. However, when interactions
were investigated between test scores and participants’ scores on a general English proficiency
exam, the analysis indicated that lower proficiency participants recorded higher scores in the
written mode, with a very large effect size. Chang and Read concluded that lower level listeners
relied on the support provided in the written mode to complete the test. This conclusion was sup-
ported by Yeom (2016) who reported a statistically significant interaction between overall language
proficiency and processing mode whereby lower proficiency participants’ scores were higher in the
written mode. Kim (2015) found higher scores when questions and options were presented in the
written mode but also found statistically significant correlations between working memory capacity
(measured with a conceptual span task) and scores on the spoken questions, suggesting that the
ability to complete the task with spoken questions may to some extent be attributable to variation
in test takers’ ability to store information in working memory.

O’Grady (2021) investigated the interaction between item focus and item presentation in a listen-
ing assessment featuring MCQs that assessed comprehension of explicitly stated information and
implicit information. The items were presented in one of four conditions: full written preview,
written preview of item stems only, full aural preview, and no preview. The results of a many facet
Rasch analysis of item responses showed that test takers recorded the highest scores after written
preview of stems and aural presentation of options. Furthermore, there was evidence to suggest
that responses to the implicit information questions were more frequently correct than explicit infor-
mation questions when preview was available for item stems but not options. O’Grady (2021)
suggested that this result was due the focusing effect of stem preview and the prevention of
lexical matching strategies that would have proved unhelpful in items targeting implicit information.

Scripted and unscripted listening assessments

The extent to which listening texts may be regarded as representative of genuine spoken interaction
is a key aspect of listening assessment validity (Field 2019). While the limitations of using scripted
material to assess listening comprehension have been widely discussed, scripted texts remain preva-
lent in modern language assessment and pedagogical material (Wagner 2016, 2018). The use of
scripted material is criticized for many reasons. Primarily, it is difficult to replicate the features of con-
nected speech when following a script and test takers are assessed on their ability to follow speech
that is unnatural and unrepresentative (Rossi and Brunfaut 2021; Wagner and Ockey 2018). The use
of scripted material may also lead to negative washback whereby language learners fail to recognize
linguistic forms in authentic connected speech because they have been encouraged to focus on cita-
tion forms in the language classroom (Wagner and Toth 2014).

Despite these limitations, research investigating the impact of using unscripted and authenti-
cated texts on test results consistently indicates that test takers record higher scores on scripted
tests (Read 2002; Wagner and Toth 2014; Wagner 2018). Most recently, Wagner, Liao, and Wagner
(2020) compared test scores on a scripted and an authenticated version of the same test. The auth-
enticated version was prepared from the script but involved ‘speaking at a normal rate, enunciating
normally, and including phonological features including connected speech, hesitation phenomena,
oral turn openers, backchannels’ (2020, 11). Results showed that test scores were lower on the auth-
enticated version of the test. The researchers explain that this result was due to the increased speech
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rate in the authenticated sound files, which may have led to comprehension breakdown. However,
the results are based on a test level analysis and did not examine the interactions between the sound
file and the item types. This is an important focus because the researchers explain that the test fea-
tured explicit and implicit information item questions. Variation in characteristics of the sound file
such as increased speech rate is likely to have an important impact on the kind of information
test takers extract from a sound file.

The extent to which scripted material may interact with item characteristics (the focus on implicit
and explicit information, preview availability and aural or written presentation) is presently unclear.
For example, items focusing on explicit information presented with full written preview may be
answered using simple lexical matching strategies that are facilitated by the pace and rhythm of
the scripted text. Further, withdrawing the focussing effect of item preview may hinder test
takers’ ability to identify pertinent information in a stream of connected speech. At present, research
is yet to explore these possible interactions, and this represents an important gap in the literature.

Summary

To summarize this section, the research literature indicates that written question and option preview
may enable test takers to achieve higher test scores than they would when preview is not available.
However, by using written MCQs, test scores represent reading ability in addition to listening ability.
The use of spoken multiple-choice questions removes the potential for listening test scores to reflect
reading ability and may result in a pure listening assessment. Question preview is likely to interact
with presentation format because written presentation may encourage lexical matching strategies
whereas spoken presentation depends upon working memory capacity and test takers may find it
difficult to store comprehension questions in working memory and listen to sound files simul-
taneously. For this reason, questions must be short to avoid overloading test taker working
memory. Regarding the focus of the comprehension questions, questions targeting comprehension
of implicit information require higher order processing and may be more challenging than questions
targeting comprehension of explicit information. Responses to such questions may benefit from
question preview as test takers are able to focus their attention specifically on words in the input
text that overlap with or resemble the answer options. In contrast, responses to implicit information
comprehension questions, often involving some form of summary are unlikely to be affected
because there is very little potential for lexical overlap. Finally, the potential for interaction
between item characteristics and text authenticity (defined as whether the sound file is scripted
or unscripted) is underexplored in the literature and it is presently unclear whether variation in pres-
entation facilitates or hinders test takers’ ability to comprehend implicit and explicit aspects of
genuine or scripted speech. This is an important research focus as language testers must strive
for authenticity with their assessment tasks but avoid creating measurement instruments that are
unfavorable to test takers (Weir 2005).

Research questions

The review of the literature indicates that variation in text authenticity, preview and presentation of
comprehension questions may play a critical role in determining test results. To date, the relationship
between test scores, text authenticity, question preview and presentation, and item focus has been
relatively unexplored. To address the issues identified in the literature review, the current study
investigates the following overarching research question and sub-questions.

(1) Do scores on items targeting comprehension of explicit and implicit information generated
under different multiple-choice stem and option preview conditions in a test of second language
listening vary according to whether the sound file is scripted or unscripted?

(2) Do explicit and implicit item scores vary according to whether the sound file is scripted?
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(3) Do scores generated under different multiple-choice stem and option preview conditions vary
according to whether the sound file is scripted?

On the basis of the literature review, it was hypothesized that scores on explicit information ques-
tions would be impacted more clearly than implicit questions by variation in preview conditions and
sound file authenticity. This interpretation was predicated on the assumption of increases in lexical
matching facilitated by the opportunity to preview test items (Field 2019), and decreases in the fea-
tures of connected speech in scripted sound files increasing the correspondence between written
forms in the test booklet and spoken forms in the sound file (Wagner, Liao, and Wagner 2020).

Method

Participants

Participants were 61 students studying in the English preparatory program of a Turkish university.
The participants were aged between 18 and 21 years old and all had Turkish as their first language.
In this context, English language learning begins during the first year of primary school and con-
tinues throughout secondary education. However, a high level of proficiency in the language is
difficult to attain in the school environment and many prospective students must attend English
language preparatory courses before beginning EMI study at the undergraduate level (O’Dwyer
and Atlı 2018; British Council 2015). Exposure to spoken English is restricted to the educational
environment and any language participants encounter through popular culture and over the inter-
net. At the time of the study, participants were studying in English language classes at the B1 + level
on the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR, Council of Europe 2001). Participants’ lis-
tening skills were assumed to be relatively parallel because placement into the English language
classes is based on the students receiving similar scores on each section of the university entrance
exam, which features tests of listening, reading, speaking, writing and integrated skills and has been
benchmarked to the CEFR (Kantarcioglu et al. 2010). All participants were recruited to take part in the
study on a voluntary basis.

Research instrument and procedure

The listening test
The listening test consisted of five monologues and five dialogues. The texts were situated in the
academic domain and featured interactions in campus situations, seminar discussions and academic
presentations. Each sound file lasted between one and twominutes in duration. The sound files were
recorded by a group of English teachers working in the institution who comprised a variety of nation-
alities including American, British, Irish, Canadian and Turkish. For the test to be representative of
different forms of global English common in the target language situation it was important for
the sound files to feature a range of accents (Harding 2012). Fifteen multiple-choice questions tar-
geting explicit information and fifteen questions targeting implicit information were produced by
the researcher. Following Becker (2016) and Koyama, Sun, and Ockey (2016), questions required
test takers to comprehend explicitly stated specific details and identify suitable paraphrases (e.g.
1a) or to identify the speakers’ attitudes and purposes, recognize main ideas and draw conclusions
based on information that was implicit in the text (e.g. 1b).

1a Which language did the speaker study in high school?
A. Spanish
B. Chinese
C. Japanese

1b What can we understand about Joe and Steve?
A. They design software.
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B. They recently argued.
C. They live together.

To avoid overloading test takers’working memory when answering spoken comprehension ques-
tions, the multiple-choice questions contained three options (Haladyna, Rodriguez, and Stevens
2019), and each consisted of a maximum of three words. A period of ten seconds of silence was
inserted between each sound file and a period of five seconds was inserted between each spoken
question. A speaker that was unfamiliar with the sound files recorded the comprehension questions.
Upon construction of the test, two teachers in the institution took the test and submitted their
answers. Agreement with the proposed answer key was 100%. Having completed the test, the tea-
chers were further asked to classify the 30 questions as requiring comprehension of explicit or
implicit information. Agreement with the intended classification was 100%. Results from a pilot
study conducted with 30 participants from the same institution that were studying in classes target-
ing the same proficiency level indicated that the test met acceptable levels of reliability using a cri-
terion of Cronbach’s (α)≥ .85.

The test conditions
Five experimental presentation conditions were developed for a within-participants design. This
necessitated the preparation of different test booklets (see Table 1). Condition one is the current
format used in the university entrance test. Condition two provides test takers with a purpose for lis-
tening and contextualizes the text without encouraging the lexical matching associated with option
preview. In Condition three, processing of the text and questions involved listening only. The spoken
preview contextualizes the text and provides a purpose to listen. Condition three was designed to
compare the effects of option preview between the written and spoken presentation modes. Con-
dition four was developed to compare the effects of stem preview between the spoken and
written presentation modes. Condition five did not involve any form of reading or preview.

The test procedure

The listening test was administered in classrooms with the researcher acting as the invigilator. The
sound file was delivered over a speaker system in each classroom and test takers responded to the

Table 1. Overview of conditions and booklet samples.

Condition Description Booklet sample

1 Full written preview of question stems and options 1. Which language did the speaker study
in high school?
A. Spanish
B. Chinese
C. Japanese

2 Written preview of question stems
Options are presented in speech as part of the sound file after the input
text

1. Which language did the speaker study
in high school?
A.
B.
C.

3 Full spoken preview of question stems and options 1.
A.
B.
C.

4 Spoken preview of stems only. Options are presented after the sound file. 1.
A.
B.
C.

5 No preview of question stems or options. Questions are spoken as part of
the sound file after the input text

1.
A.
B.
C
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comprehension questions by circling their answer directly onto the question sheet. The tests were
completed within 25 min. In a balanced design, each participant experienced each condition in
the listening test in a different order (see Table 2: c = condition), however the order and structure
of the items was the same between the participants.

Statistical analysis

To establish the psychometric properties of the test, item responses were analysed using Winsteps,
software for conducting Rasch measurement (Linacre 2021a). To answer the research questions, the
test results were analysed using a three-way ANOVA, with item responses as the dependent variable
and item presentation, item focus and text authenticity as the independent variables. Coding of the
dependent and independent variables was as follows: item responses were coded as correct = 1 and
incorrect = 0, item presentation involved five levels coded as conditions 1-5, item focus involved two
levels, coded as implicit and explicit, and text authenticity involved two levels, coded as scripted and
unscripted. A critical alpha value of .05 was set for all analyses and effect sizes were calculated using
eta squared (η2).

Results

The Winsteps analysis showed that the mean test score was 16.5 and scores ranged from 5 to 28. The
test reliability statistic, corresponding to Cronbach’s alpha (Linacre 2021b), was .78 and the standard
error of measurement was 2.48. These values indicate that overall, the test takers found the test
difficult but that the test scores were reliable. Item facility values, point biserial correlations, and
fit statistics are reported in Table 3. Item facility values ranged from .33 to .84, indicating that the
test featured a range of difficult items and simple items. The point biserial correlations demonstrate
that the item responses were generally consistent with the exception of item 9, which recorded a
negative value. This item was associated with a particularly high outfit mean square statistic indicat-
ing that responses to this item were erratic and did not conform with responses to the other 29
items. However, outfit is particularly sensitive to outliers and the infit mean square statistic, sensitive
to patterns in the data rather than single item responses, was acceptable (Linacre 2021b). The range
of infit mean square values was from .85 to 1.27 indicating that item responses were generally con-
sistent. The mean item facility value for the items on the unscripted tasks was .52 (SD = .14), whereas
the corresponding value for the unscripted tasks was .57 (SD = .13), indicating that test takers scored
higher when responding to items on the scripted tasks.

To answer the first research question, descriptive statistics for all presentation conditions by item
focus and text authenticity are presented in Table 4. The table presents the mean values associated
with each interaction. The highest score was recorded under Condition 1 on the items assessing
explicit information in the scripted texts. In contrast, the lowest score was recorded under Condition
5 on the items assessing explicit information in the unscripted texts.

A three-way ANOVA was completed to determine the statistical significance and effect size of
these interactions. The results are presented in Table 5 and demonstrate that the effect of the
three-way interaction between item presentation, item focus and text authenticity on item

Table 2. Order of conditions.

Test takers

Questions

1–3 4–6 7–9 10–12 13–15 16–18 19–21 22–24 25–27 28–30

19 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
11 C2 C3 C4 C5 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C1
11 C3 C4 C5 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C1 C2
9 C4 C5 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C1 C2 C3
11 C5 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C1 C2 C3 C4
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responses was not statistically significant F(4,1830) = 2,016, p = .09. However, there was a statistically
significant two-way interaction between item focus and text authenticity with a small effect size F
(1,1830) = 3,042, p = .00, η2 = .007. Moreover, the main effects of presentation condition F(4,1830)
= 9,193, p = .00, η2= .02, and of authenticity F(1,1830) = 5,059, p = .03, η2 = .003 were statistically

Table 3. Item analysis statistics.

Item Infit mean square Outfit mean square Point-biserial correlation Item facility

Unscripted 1 1.12 1.31 .12 .33
2 1.22 1.23 .06 .59
3 1.20 1.30 .02 .41
4 1.00 1.01 .29 .62
5 1.00 .93 .32 .84
6 1.06 1.01 .21 .44
7 1.02 1.07 .27 .57
8 1.12 1.16 .13 .34
9 1.27 1.67 –.11 .38
10 .87 .83 .43 .41
11 .92 .87 .41 .69
12 .96 .93 .36 .64
13 .97 .92 .30 .39
14 .99 .94 .31 .54
15 1.09 1.10 .19 .56

Scripted 16 1.03 1.07 .23 .43
17 .97 .98 .36 .64
18 .77 .71 .56 .46
19 1.02 .97 .26 .48
20 1.07 1.04 .22 .46
21 .91 .87 .41 .56
22 .81 .63 .55 .80
23 .86 .75 .49 .72
24 .93 .94 .38 .61
25 1.11 1.10 .19 .77
26 .85 .79 .47 .72
27 .94 .88 .35 .43
28 .99 .98 .27 .41
29 .98 .94 .31 .52
30 .87 .82 .44 .49

Table 4. Descriptive statistics by text authenticity, item presentation, and item focus.

Condition Item focus Mean SD

Unscripted texts 1 Implicit .64 .48
Explicit .69 .47

2 Implicit .52 .50
Explicit .44 .50

3 Implicit .61 .49
Explicit .53 .50

4 Implicit .55 .50
Explicit .41 .49

5 Implicit .42 .50
Explicit .38 .49

Scripted texts 1 Implicit .55 .50
Explicit .73 .44

2 Implicit .53 .50
Explicit .52 .50

3 Implicit .52 .50
Explicit .69 .47

4 Implicit .48 .50
Explicit .71 .46

5 Implicit .51 .50
Explicit .47 .50
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significant. The interaction effect between presentation condition and text authenticity was not stat-
istically significant F(4,1830) = 1,057, p = .38.

Descriptive statistics describing the effect of the interaction between item focus and text authen-
ticity on item responses are presented in Table 6. The figures demonstrate that scores on the implicit
information items were higher when the text was not scripted. The difference in mean scores
between the scripted and unscripted tasks was .04. In contrast, scores on the explicit information
items were higher when the text was scripted and the difference in mean scores was .13.

To summarize the results, the effect of the interaction between item focus, presentation and text
authenticity was not statistically significant. However, a statistically significant interaction between
item focus and text authenticity was observed and this is discussed in the following section.

Discussion

The study examined interactions between item presentation, item focus and text authenticity in a
test of second language listening. In language testing, it is important to establish that assessment
tasks are free from construct irrelevant variance; ‘variables not directly related to the listening con-
struct must be removed’ (Aryadoust 2012, 41). To this end, the study presented comprehension
questions as part of a sound file and as printed text in a question booklet and compared the
results. This method represents an attempt to investigate a ‘pure’ test of listening ability that is
not contaminated by variation in reading ability (Chang and Read 2013, 575). It is also important
to establish that the construct is not underrepresented in the assessment instrument and the use
of unscripted texts containing features of connected speech is a central aspect of this requirement
in listening assessments (Wagner, Liao, and Wagner 2020)

Research has shown that test takers score consistently higher when comprehension questions are
presented in writing rather than in speech (Chang and Read 2013; Kim 2015; Yeom 2016). This is
despite accounts of the adverse effects of dividing attention between the visual and aural modes
in listening assessments (Field 2019). In addition, test takers conventionally record higher scores
on scripted sound files (Read 2002; Wagner 2018; Wagner, Liao, and Wagner 2020). However, an
overall interaction between item presentation, item focus and text authenticity was not observed,

Table 5. Three-way ANOVA results.

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F p η2

Corrected model 17.758 19 .935 3.875 .000 .039
Intercept 539.627 1 539.627 2237.188 .000 .553
Authenticity 1.220 1 1.220 5.059 .025 .003
Presentation 8.870 4 2.217 9.193 .000 .020
Focus .241 1 .241 .998 .318 .001
Authenticity*presentation 1.020 4 .255 1.057 .376 .002
Authenticity*focus 3.042 1 3.042 12.613 .000 .007
Presentation*focus 1.672 4 .418 1.733 .140 .004
Authenticity*presentation*focus 1.945 4 .486 2.016 .090 .004
Error 436.586 1810 .241
Total 991.000 1830
Corrected Total 454.344 1829

Note: R squared =.039 (Adjusted R Squared = .029).

Table 6. Text authenticity and item focus interactions.

Mean SD

Unscripted Implicit .55 .50
Explicit .49 .50

Scripted Implicit .51 .50
Explicit .62 .49
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indicating that test takers reacted in the same way to variation in item presentation when complet-
ing the explicit and implicit comprehension items regardless of whether the assessment text was
scripted. This was an unexpected finding as it was anticipated that test takers would require the
extra support of preview to comprehend the connected speech. It may be the case that test
takers did not find the distinction between unscripted and scripted texts as marked as expected.
Alternatively, test takers may have engaged similar test taking strategies to respond to the mul-
tiple-choice questions irrespective of text authenticity. This suggests that the common limitations
attributed to the multiple-choice format such as lexical matching, successfully eliminating options
using skills not specifically related to the target construct, and guessing are just as likely in scripted
and unscripted texts (Haladyna, Rodriguez, and Stevens 2019; Holzknecht et al. 2021; Rukthong
2021). However, it should be noted that the absence of a clear difference in overall scores
between the scripted and unscripted texts is also strong justification to include authentic sound
files in listening assessments: test representativeness increases, and test takers do not seem to be
adversely affected by this modification to the test.

A significant interaction between item focus and text authenticity was observed. Comprehension
of explicit information involving dates, names and explicitly stated details was markedly higher on
the scripted tasks. This suggests that the spoken characteristics in the scripted texts were more con-
ducive to matching information between the sound file and the item contents. As the literature
review makes clear, processing of small units of information requires limited levels of listening
ability (Field 2013; Shohamy and Inbar 1991; Wang and Treffers-Daller 2017). In contrast, the implicit
information items were more frequently correct on the unscripted texts. This indicates that test
takers were better able to answer questions requiring the identification of speaker purpose and atti-
tude, main ideas and inferencing when the text featured connected speech. In short, test takers gen-
erate a better overall sense of the communicative event when the sound file is authentic.

The results of this study indicate that the impact of using unscripted speech may be greater on
certain item types (Read 2002; Wagner 2018; Wagner, Liao, and Wagner 2020). Whereas scripted
speech is conducive to answering information about specific information, unscripted speech may
promote higher order processing of the sound file (Field 2019). Evidence of higher order processing
is reflected in the results of implicit information items, which were designed to assess various aspects
of the test takers’ pragmatic competence (Ishihara and Cohen 2022). To summarize, scripted speech
may lead to higher scores in listening tests but this effect is likely to be dependent on the number of
explicit information questions the test features. This finding represents an important contribution to
the listening assessment literature and may be regarded as further evidence for the necessity of
using unscripted speech in listening assessments, particularly when the test-taking population
includes advanced level learners.

The contributions of these findings relate most clearly to language test development. For
example, in an analysis of IELTS listening test content, Aryadoust (2012) found that test items primar-
ily focused on comprehension of explicit information and suggested that the test had represented
the listening construct too narrowly and required more questions targeting comprehension of
implicit information, compelling test takers to consider the function and illocutionary intent of
the input texts. The results of this study provide further insight in this discussion and indicate
that listening tests featuring both explicit and implicit information comprehension questions are
likely to be affected by the decision to use scripted material. Test developers need to be made
aware of this potential test method effect.

It is important to acknowledge a number of limitations of the research. Firstly, by using spoken
comprehension questions, construct irrelevant variance associated with reading ability is
removed. However, the method introduces an additional confounding element relating to spoken
question comprehension. For this reason, scores on spoken comprehension questions reflect both
text comprehension and question comprehension. Although there was no statistically significant
interaction between item presentation, focus and text authenticity, the conflation of text and ques-
tion comprehension may constitute a source of construct irrelevant variance and may be
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investigated in future research involving qualitative methods. Examining test taker accounts of test
performance may have provided information about the interaction between item preview and pres-
entation, focus and text authenticity with the effect that a more detailed construct definition would
be possible for the listening section of the university entrance test (Rukthong 2021). This would be
an important focus for future validation research. Finally, the use of audio-visual based texts may
have provided a source of valuable contextual support; this is especially the case in the dialogic
texts, which were set in a more socially oriented setting where interlocutors often make use of non-
verbal information to relay and receive information (Batty 2015, 2018). Future research may examine
interactions between audio-visual texts and item characteristics to identify potential avenues for test
development.

Conclusion

The current study investigated the interaction between multiple-choice question focus, question
stem and option preview and presentation mode on scores in a test of second language listening
for university admissions. The primary objective of the research was to identify an appropriate
format for the listening section of the university entrance test that would enhance construct cover-
age (Field 2013). The findings indicated that an appropriate direction for this test is to use unscripted
material and focus assessment on the comprehension of implicit information. This format is likely to
enhance the representativeness of the test and assess a richer listening construct. Furthermore, it is
widely accepted that language assessments should be representative of language use in the target
context (Weir 2005) but also bias for the best performance (Swain 1985). To this end, institutions
involved in test development must account for likely interactions between preview, processing
mode, item focus and text authenticity when designing listening assessment tasks and investigate
the effect of this interaction on the processes test takers engage during the test. As language assess-
ments progressively fulfill a role of regulating access to opportunity, such innovation in test design
will increasingly become a necessity for language testers.
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